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Abstract 

Prolyl oligopeptidase (POP) belongs to a unique class of serine proteases. Based on extensive enzyme kinetic 

measurements it has become clear that POP acts in a multifaceted way. This is reflected in the complex behavior 

in different reaction conditions with different substrates. Also the typical structural architecture of POP, with the 

active site located at the interface of the catalytic domain and the β-propeller domain, has instigated many 

researches to speculate about the mechanism of functioning. The latest developments support the idea of 

extended conformational changes upon substrate binding. In this review the plethora of available information is 

assembled into a coherent and stepwise description of the structural composition of POP. In one aspect the 

composition and contribution of structural boundaries at the active site are described. Attention is focused on the 

catalytic components and the features that are presumed to confine the substrate specificity. Complementary to 

this, the specificity of POP towards the residues surrounding the scissile bond is describe by means of a 

consecutive evaluation of the preferred physico-chemical properties. Together, these two approaches may 

facilitate a better understanding of the concepts that determine catalytic behavior of POP in physiological 

conditions. 
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1. Introduction 

The widespread occurrence, good conservation of prolyl oligopeptidase (POP) and its unique substrate 

specificity towards prolyl-containing peptides, have led to speculations about its biological importance in 

physiological and pathophysiological conditions. Especially the capacity of POP to hydrolyze in vitro bioactive 

peptides, such as oxytocin, substance P, bradykinin, arginine-vasopressin, angiotensins I – IV and many more, at 

the carboxy-terminal of proline residues, caused much speculation about the biological relevance of POP in 

neurological and neurodegenerative disorders (reviewed by [1] and [2]). Although the exact mode of action 

remains an area with many unanswered questions, which designate POP functioning as a puzzling paradox, POP 

has gained interest from pharmaceutical point of view. This is mainly based on the observed improvement in 

cognitive functioning upon treatment with a POP inhibitor in a number of animal models [3-8]. Because several 

proteases, e.g. FAP, might share similar endoproteolytic activity with POP, it is important to design highly 

specific POP inhibitors in order to further explore this enzyme and its function. Secondly, POP displays only a low 

specificity. In vitro studies have shown that it can cleave almost any proline containing peptide in non-

physiological situations, although some have reported a preferential order in peptides containing multiple 

prolines [9]. This, however, does not provide any evidence towards the in vivo actions of POP. In addition, all 

attempts to elucidate new endogenous substrates in in vivo representative situations, were impeded by 

methodological and bioinformatical constraints inherently correlated to the unbiased mass spectrometry based 

exploration of endogenous peptides [9-11]. Thirdly, the interpretation of POP activity measurements, for 

example in different clinical samples of patients and cell extracts, requires a good understanding of the catalytic 

behavior in different experimental conditions. The use of different types of substrates can affect POP activity in 

a different way at different pH and ionic strength, as described for Z-Gly-Pro- and succinyl-Gly-Pro derivatives 

[12]. It is likely that such changing behavior is imprinted in the structural architecture of POP.  

To this respect major efforts have been done over the years in elucidating and documenting the catalytic and 

structural properties of POP. There has been a gradual evolution in the understanding which now entails some 

confusing hypotheses (reviewed by [13,14]). When reevaluating these reports on the tertiary structure and 

catalytic mechanism, some themes are recurrently surfaced. For instance, how do peptide substrate and 

inhibitory ligand access the active site of POP? How is the substrate orientated at the active site of POP, which 

residues are of importance? Does POP specificity towards substrates reach further than the proline residue at P1? 

What does the pH-rate dependent catalysis actually mean? When going through these elementary questions it 

becomes obvious that a thorough understanding of the structural organization of POP, in combination with its 

functional actions, is not only essential to explain some functional aspects of the catalytic behavior, but also to 

shed light on the targeted design of specific inhibitors and to reveal crucial aspects of the substrate- specificity. 

At the very least, the detailed description of the substrate specificity might help in fine-tuning of bioinformatical 

parameters used to predict new substrates and their cleavage sites.  

This review endeavors to assemble the plethora of available information, into a coherent and stepwise 

description of the structural conformation of POP. On one hand the composition and contribution of structural 

boundaries at the active site are described. On the other hand, a description is given of the substrate specificity, 

which is the net result of substrate binding and catalysis.  
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2. POP Structure: a guidance to understanding? 

The major contribution in the structural determination of POP has been provided by the crystal structure of 

porcine POP in presence of its covalent inhibitor Benzyloxycarbonyl-Prolyl-Prolinal (Z-Pro-prolinal) [15]. With 

this study, previous predictions made towards the global structural arrangement of POP with a two-domain 

architecture, the domain motif and the catalytic residues were confirmed (figure 1).  

2.1 Global structure 

The amino-terminal domain (residues 73-427) is a 7 bladed β-propeller domain, with each blade built up of 4 

anti-parallel strands. The blades are radially arranged, forming a central funnel-like tunnel which connects to a 

larger side opening formed at the interface of the β-propeller and the second domain. The catalytic domain, 

located at the carboxyl terminus, contains a small amino-terminal part (1-72) and a carboxy-terminal part (428-

710) and structurally resembles the α,β-hydrolase topology. The domain is assembled by non-covalent 

interactions between the two regions, although the N-terminal region does not contribute to the α,β hydrolase 

fold nor to the active site. Possibly the main function of residues (1-72) is to provide stability for the circular 

structure of the β-propeller by covalently linking it to the peptidase domain [15]. The active site is located in a 

large cavity at the interface of the peptidase and the β-propeller domain, and consists of residues from the C-

terminal peptidase domain of POP (figure 1 and 2). Based on the linear topology of the three active site residues 

(serine, aspartate and histidine) and the 3-dimensional conformation of the peptidase domain, POP has been 

classified as a serine peptidase of the SC clan, family 9.  

 

2.2 Active site 

The parallelism in organization of the active site between POP and other serine protease families, has provided 

several clues for the understanding of the structural composition and enzymatic functioning of POP. This has 

helped in the characterization of the central features necessary for successful hydrolysis of a peptide bond, 

namely a catalytic triad, a stabilizing oxyanion-binding site, the substrate specificity pocket and surrounding 

binding sites (figure 2). The latter feature is implicated in the accommodation of the substrate to achieve a 

catalytically proper orientation in the active site. The unique structure of proline, however, requires special 

adaptations of the enzyme-substrate-interaction, which is deviant from the classical serine proteases. In most 

serine proteases, including chymotrypsin and subtilisin, the correct orientation of the substrate and the 

stabilization of the transition state is established by a S1P11 hydrogen bond [16]. The absence of a main chain 

NH group in proline prohibits this H-bond formation and β-sheet formation between the substrate and the 

enzyme, which would lead to an incompetent proteolytic activity in the prototypical serine proteases. Due to the 

specific cleavage pattern of POP for proline containing peptides, it is believed that this S1P1 H-bond is replaced 

by a hydrogen bond between the carbonyl group of the P2 residue and the guanidium group of Arg643, 

facilitating hydrolysis after the atypical proline residue [15].  

                                                            
1 According to the formalism introduced by Schechter and Berger, “S” is used for binding sites on the protease 

and “P” to define amino acid positions of the peptide substrate. The digit “1”, in combination with unprimed P or 

S, is used for the residue/binding site immediately N-terminal to the scissile bond. The numbers go up moving 

away from the scissile bond towards the N-terminus. Primed symbols (P’ and S’ followed by a number) do the 

same but moving towards the C-terminus. 
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a. Catalytic triad 

The linear arrangement of the catalytic triad, composed of Ser554, Asp641 and His680, differs from that of the 

chymotrypsin and subtilisin protease family, but is similar to the α,β-hydrolases which regroup a diverse group 

of enzymes such as lipases, cholinesterases, serine carboxypeptidases [17,18]. The catalytic Ser554 is embedded 

in a well conserved sequence motive –Gly-X-Ser-X-Gly-Gly- (with X any amino acid), common for serine 

proteases. Moreover, these residues are invariable between 72 aligned enzymes of the POP family [19]. The 

Ser554 is located at the tip of sharp γ-like turn, between strand 5 and helix C of the hydrolase domain2, an 

arrangement referred to as the nucleophile elbow, and is spatially surrounded by several small residues to avoid 

steric hindrance. Consequently to this, the Ser554 side chain is well exposed and readily accessible to the 

catalytic imidazole group of His680 on one side, located at a loop between strand 8 and helix F, and to the 

substrate on the other side. Similar to other serine proteases, the His680 acts as a general base/ acid at different 

stages of the reaction mechanism. The positioning of the third and acidic residue, Asp641, is directed to allow 

the coordination of the side chain carboxylate oxygen atoms into a complex hydrogen bond network. One 

oxygen atom is hydrogen bonded to the in plane oriented imidazole ring of His680 and a well–ordered water 

molecule. The other oxygen atom is coordinated by two main chain amino groups of Arg643 and Val644 [15]. 

The analogous orientation and geometry of the three catalytic residues has been an argument for a reaction 

mechanism similar to that of the prototypical chymotrypsin. This can be summarized as a base/acid driven 

nucleophilic covalent modification of the non-reactive carbonyl moiety at the scissile bond. In this process, it has 

been found that the acidic residue functions in a different way between POP and the classical serine proteases. In 

trypsin, the aspartatic acid participates in the orientation of the correct tautomer of the histidine residue relative 

to the nucleophilic serine, while in POP, the Asp641 residue is associated with the stabilization of the ion pair 

between the imidazolium of His680 and the negatively charged tetrahedral intermediate [20]. This was deduced 

from the observations that in POP the specificity rate constant kcat/ KM between Asp641Asn and Asp641Ala 

variants decreased to a same extent, and that this change was highly dependent on the substrate employed. A 

peptide bond is less reactive than the amide bond connecting the chromogenic/fluorogenic leaving groups of 

synthetic substrates. Hence the contribution of the catalytic triad is more prominent with a normal peptide 

substrate [20]. 

Although the catalytic residues are uniformly accepted as the driving force of the hydrolytic reaction, the triad is 

not the only source of the peptidase activity. This is based on the observation that by disabling of the catalytic 

triad by one or two residues, the mutant peptidases still hydrolyze substrates three orders of magnitude faster 

than the non-enzymatic reaction rate. The remaining activity may derive from the free energy of binding, 

desolvation and the oxyanion binding site (electrophilic catalysis) (reviewed by [21]).  

b. The oxyanion binding site 

The oxyanion binding site functions in the stabilization of the tetrahedral intermediates, which occur both in the 

formation and decomposition of the acylenzyme complex, by hydrogen bonding of the negatively charged 

oxyanion.  

                                                            
2 The definitions and numbering of the secondary structures are accessible at the PDBsum (e.g. PDB code 1E8N; 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum/) 
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While in most hydrolases the two stabilizing hydrogen bonds are established by the main-chain NH group of 

residues adjacent to the catalytic triad, the topology presents a unique composition in POP and some POP family 

members. More specifically, this is characterized by the presence of a hydrogen bond between the oxyanion and 

the hydroxyl group of a tyrosine. In POP the oxyanion binding is provided by the main-chain NH group of 

Asn555 and the hydroxyl side chain of Tyr473. The latter is situated in a four residue motif YGGF located next 

to a β-turn that may assist in the positioning of the residue [15].  

The importance of the oxyanion binding site and the Tyr473 hydroxyl group in the catalysis reaction of POP was 

demonstrated by the destabilization of both the enzyme-substrate complex (increase in KM) and the transition 

state (decrease in kcat) when using the thiono substrate analogue, Z-Gly-Prot-β-naphtylamide or a Tyr473Phe 

variant [12,22,23]. Furthermore, the catalytic properties of the Tyr473Phe variant of POP strongly suggest that 

the hydroxyl group not only operates as an electrophilic catalyst of the reaction, but also participates in the 

substrate binding. In subtilisin the contribution of the oxyanion binding site is restricted to the transition-state, 

without affecting the substrate binding. The effects of the oxyanion binding site residue, however, are markedly 

regulated by the reaction conditions, including type of substrates, pH and temperature [12,23]. For example less 

specific3 substrates as succinyl-Gly-Pro-nitroanilide are virtually not affected upon damaging of the oxyanion 

binding site; this is common with the classical serine peptidases. This suggests that, with this type of substrates, 

the hydrogen bond formation with the oxyanion develops simultaneously with the formation of the transition 

state. In presence of more specific substrates, however, the binding constant is substantially affected in the 

truncated enzyme variant. In this case the binding step, which is very likely associated with conformational 

changes, is more difficult to carry out in absence of the Tyr473 hydroxyl group. Hence, this hydroxyl must 

interact with the substrate carbonyl group in the ground state of the reaction, not just in transition state only [12].  

c. Sub-binding sites 

The S1 specificity pocket has been designed to ensure a hydrophobic environment and to specifically provide 

accommodation for a proline residue. It is lined by the side chains of Trp595, Phe476, Val644, Val580 and 

Tyr599 and the C-atoms of the side chain of Asn555 (table 1, figure 2). Based on the crystal structures of porcine 

POP the specificity is mainly provided by van der Waals hydrophobic ring stacking between the indole ring of 

the Trp595 and the pyrrolidine ring of the proline [15,24]. Consequently, the lack of a precise orientation of the 

P1 residue would adversely affect the enzyme activity as the distance and orientation of the scissile bond 

carbonyl function becomes improper for a nucleophilic attack by Ser554. This was also evident from the 

catalytic behavior of Trp595 variants of POP. The substitution of the tryptophan by an alanine resulted in a 

general impairment of KM and kcat constants relative to the wild type POP. In Trp595Phe and Tyr variants a 

slight recovery of the kcat constants could be observed. The impact of the substitution on the catalytic parameters 

were, however, dependent on the substrate, which suggests a non-identical binding mode of the different 

substrates [25]. This is in contrast an earlier hypothesis that ligands occupy a common binding mode, and that 

there are no other specific interaction observable between the substrate and the enzyme apart from the S1 pocket. 

Based on this, and the observations that alteration of the residues surrounding the proline at P1 affects the 

catalytic parameters, it was suggested that the substrate specificity is determined by substrate-enzyme 

interactions that occur before the Michaelis complex has formed [26]. In contrast to this, the extensive kinetic 

                                                            
3 In this review the term “specificity” is used to rank substrates according to their kcat/KM value.  
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analysis of variants with mutations in  the sub-binding sites, suggests that the binding of the substrate might be a 

more flexible process that does not conform to a rigid single binding mode [25]. Current insights favor a model 

where initial substrate binding induces a domain movement during which the proline docks in the S1 pocket 

when the active site is assembled. 

The S2 subsite is less specific for substrate side chains than the S1 pocket. The most important feature is the 

charged side chain of Arg643 (table 1). The kinetic evaluation of substrates with different P2 residues 

demonstrates that, at least for small substrates, the P2 side chain residue mainly affects the interaction between 

the enzyme and substrate backbone. In the crystal structures of POP it has been shown that the substrate P2 side 

chain interacts with the solvent on one side, while its main carbonyl function tightly interacts with the charged 

side chain of Arg643. Due to the atypical properties of proline, it is believed that this S2P2 hydrogen bond 

formation replaces the usually achieved S1P1 interaction, which is essential for the catalysis of most serine 

proteases. In addition, a second hydrogen bond between the Nη1 of Arg643 and the carbonyl at P4 is implicated 

in the anchoring of the substrate. The catalytic role of the Arg643 residue has been supported by the significant 

and general impairment of the turnover rate, without reasonably affecting the KM constants, upon replacement of 

the arginine with an alanine residue. Although, still dramatically impaired, the Arg643Lys displayed a tendency 

to recover these kcat values [25]. The lack of a complete restoration of the catalytic properties accords to a spatial 

distortion of the active site. In the wild type enzyme the Arg643 residue is anchored by the Asp149 through a salt 

bridge, which supports a well-defined positioning of the guanidium group to allow the establishment of an 

extensive hydrogen bonding network. This was further illustrated by the dramatic loss in activity with 3 to 4 

orders of magnitude upon substituting the equivalent residues in Myxococcus xanthus (Asp145 and Arg618) 

[27]. It is noteworthy that this salt bridge and hydrogen bond network extends across the interface of the catalytic 

and the β-propeller domain. The similarities with the impaired hydrolysis of a substrate with a sulfur substitution 

at the P2 carbonyl function, and molecular dynamic studies corroborate the hypothesis that such a hydrogen 

bond network would be implicated in a substrate assisted mechanism of catalysis [22,24,28].  

Based on the incapability of the Arg643 variants to hydrolyze substrates with amino acids other than proline at 

P1, and the described shift in the rate limiting step from acylation to deacylation4 in DPP4 catalysis between 

alanine or proline P1 residue [29], it is argued that the Arg643 has a marked influence on the enzyme acylation.  

 

Further stabilization of the substrate is established by hydrogen bonding between the P3 carbonyl function and 

the side chain of Trp595. The S3 subsite itself provides a rather nonpolar environment, being lined by the side 

chains of several nonpolar residues (Phe173, Met235, Cys255, Ile591 and Ala594) (table 1, figure 2). The fact 

that a more polar residue at the P3 position, such as the negatively charged succinyl-Gly-Pro-nitroanilide and 

free α-amino groups, affects the second order rate constant by impairing the KM values is due to the weak 

binding at the hydrophobic S3 subsite [12,25]. However, this is not common for all POP sequences, because in 

many species the POP enzyme contains polar or even charged residues [19].  

                                                            
4 The experimental parameter kcat mostly resembles the rate constant of the slowest first order reaction in the 

catalytic cycle. Differences in leaving group effects and deuterium solvent isotope effects between proline and 

alanine containing substrates suggest a switch from deacylation to acylation as the rate determining step. 

However, some caution is advised for the extrapolation of this conclusion to the catalytic behavior of the Arg643 

mutants, because a first order step in substrate binding might also become rate limiting. This can be confirmed 

by measuring deuterium solvent isotope and leaving group effects with the mutant enzymes. 
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A closer examination of spatially closely positioned Phe173 and Met235, clearly revealed that the S3 pocket 

lining residues have a different influence on substrate binding and catalysis. The selective impairment of the KM 

constant in the Phe173Ala variant clearly implies a substrate binding role. Modification of the Met235 residue on 

the other hand, insinuates a more complex role, given that both kcat and KM constants are affected in the 

Met235Ala variant. In addition, the kcat recovered considerably to the normal values by the replacement of the 

methionine for a bulky isoleucine [25].  

A third well characterized amino acid at the S3 subsite is Cys255, because it is responsible for the inhibition of 

porcine POP by bulky thiol reagents. This phenomenon is explained by steric hindrance caused by the close 

location of the modified thiol group to the S1 subsite, this way excluding substrates from the active site [16] (see 

figure 2a). POP from Flavobacterium meningosepticum, which is not inhibited by thiol-reagents, has a threonine 

instead of a Cys255 [30]. In addition, Cys255 markedly influences the catalytic efficacy at basic pH values by 

increasing the substrate affinity [31], which supports a role in the active site and catalysis.  

 

3. Catalytic mechanism and behavior of POP: aspects of multi-facetted player  

Compared to the classical serine proteases, POP acts in an unusual and complex manner depending on the 

reaction conditions. The most prominent and most described feature entails the pH-sensitive character of POP 

catalysis. Based on the catalytic mechanism, it is the ionization of the catalytic histidine that governs the pH-

dependence in serine proteases. Consequently the pH-rate profile would resemble a simple titration curve of the 

histidine residue (pKa 7) in absence of any additional ionizing groups, as is the case for subtilisin. In enzymes of 

the trypsin family an additional ionizing group with a pKa 9-10 modifies the profile to create a bell-shaped 

curve. The pH- dependence of POP, however, displays a more complicated profile which is highly influenced by 

the type of substrate and environmental conditions including the ionic strength. In presence of the dipeptide 

substrate Z-Gly-Pro-β-naphtylamide the profile resembles a doubly shaped curve, which arises from yet another 

ionization event with an apparent pKa ~7, modifying a simple bell shaped curve. This aberrant behavior 

indicates the existence of two pH-dependent enzyme forms, one dominant at pH 6 and the other at pH 8, that 

exhibit different catalytic and structural properties, and possibly interconvert with changing pH [16,32]. Possible 

structural differences between the two pH-dependent enzyme forms have been detected using intrinsic 

fluorescence measurements, which indicated a more unfolded low-pH form [33]. 

The differences in solvent isotope effect between the two pH dependent forms support the idea for a chemical 

(acylation) based rate-limiting step for the acidic form, while the form operative at physiological pH would 

rather be dominated by a physical limited step, e.g. a substrate-binding induced conformational change [32]. For 

long the actual nature of the presumed physical step has been ambiguous. One theory suggested an oscillating 

movement of the β-propeller blades, which might act as a gating filter during catalysis[34]. Molecular dynamics 

and framework analysis of POP [35], x-ray crystallography of different bacterial variants [36,37] and NMR-

studies in presence and absence of the covalent inhibitor Z-Pro-prolinal [38], on the other hand, support the 

ongoing thesis of substrate-induced inter-domain movements of POP that corresponds to an induced fit 

mechanism. In this concept, binding of an incoming peptide substrate would shift the equilibrium between the 

open and closed state in favor of the closed form, leading to a catalytically active conformation of the active site 

[37].  
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Although this model has been described in bacterial variants of POP only, the high conservation of the active site 

residues and the residues involved in the inter-domain interactions between different orthologues creates the 

possibility to extrapolate this mechanism to a more universal context.  

4. Implications on substrate specificity 

Although the analysis of POP structure in complex with different ligands, ranging from a transition-state 

analogue inhibitor [15], product analogue ligand or a uncleaved octapeptide [24], has provided information about 

the physico-chemical properties of the active site, this cannot immediately be extrapolated towards the substrate 

requirements of POP, besides the P1. This is illustrated by the phenomenon that different substrates with 

significantly altered reaction rate constants and dissimilar pH dependencies, display an apparent uniform binding 

to the active site in the crystal structures. These observations suggest that the substrate specificity is not entirely 

controlled by the binding mode at the active site alone. Instead, it is thought that the substrate specificity of POP 

is the net result of substrate binding and the rate of catalysis, two processes that are highly dependent on the 

reaction conditions. By studying the steady-state kinetic constants of POP with different types of substrates, and 

to a lesser extent by characterizing the cleavage products, some of the specificity characteristics have been 

revealed.  

So far, the described in vitro and in vivo identification and characterization of peptide substrates of POP lack any 

indication of a hydrolytic activity towards large peptides. In in vivo situations, the average length of identified 

endogenous peptide substrates of porcine, rat and mouse POP, is between 8 and 20 residues [9-11]. This 

contributes to the assumption that POP enzymatic activity is restricted to small peptides with an approximate 

molecular weight of 3000 Da or 30 amino acid residues. It has been hypothesized that this constraint towards 

large peptide and protein substrates relates to the propensity of polypeptides to assume a 3-dimensional structure 

[39,40]. With the revelation of the crystal structure of POP this restriction has also been interpreted as a so called 

gating mechanism, where access to the active site is orchestrated by the structural constraints of the POP 

domains [41,42]. Such a mechanism, however, implies that, beyond a certain size, the binding of a substrate to 

the active site is prohibited. This is somehow conflicting with the recent observations that POP establishes a 

direct interaction with large protein-like substrates. This limitation of binding to the active site is rather 

influenced by a combination of several factors including the microenvironment of the substrate and its 

flexibility, and the conformational movements of the enzyme (e.g. opening and closing). In a recent report 

indirect evidence was provided suggesting that large, uncleavable substrates can enter the internal cavity and get 

access to the active site when POP is in an open conformation. This conformation is, however, not compatible 

with a catalytic competent organization of the active site residues, hampering any hydrolytic activity towards the 

bound substrate [37]. 

On the other hand, analyses of p-nitrophenylester or β-naphtylamide peptide derivatives have shown that POP 

requires a minimum substrate chain length of three residues at the amino-terminal side of the scissile bond 

[43,44]. In POP of mammalian origin, the further lengthening of these synthetic substrate, however, is 

accompanied with a diminished kcat/KM value which is mainly attributable to a loss in kcat. Increasing the chain 

length on the carboxyl-terminal side of the scissile bond positively influences the kcat/KM with a 9 fold increase 

when going from P1’ to P2’ residue. Addition of a P3’ residue reversed this trend to a value comparable to the 
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initial ones [44]. In addition and similarly, measurements of the steady-state constants using FRET-peptide 

substrates showed that increasing the peptide chain length on either side of the scissile bond beyond P3-P3’ 

results in a lower kcat/KM value, due to an impaired KM. Conversely, a similar shortening of the substrates is 

associated with an increase in KM which is compensated in part by an improved turnover rate [45]. Hence, it is 

assumed that the binding site of POP consists of three subsites (S3, S2, and S1) at the amino terminus of the 

scissile bond and two subsites (S1’ and S2’) at the carboxyl terminal side that determine the substrate specificity. 

More recent results suggest that the substrate residues implicated in binding should be extended to at least P4’ or 

even P6’ for some peptide substrates [25,27]. 

Substrate length is only one of many parameters defining the actual specificity. The microenvironment of 

substrate and enzyme is influenced by the reaction conditions such as pH, ionic strength and temperature.  

P1 position 

In accordance to its initial discovery, POP preferentially cleaves a peptide bond that contains a proline residue in 

the P1 position, but also other amino acids such as alanine, serine, hydroxyproline, α-aminobutyryl and cysteine 

are accepted [25,39,46] (table 1). Yet, the difference in the kcat/KM specificity constant covers three orders of 

magnitude between good and poor substrates, respectively containing a proline and serine in P1 position [25,46]. 

The order of preference towards proteinogenic amino acids is recently established as Pro> Ala –Cys > Ser by 

analyzing variants of tripeptide AMC (7-amino-4-methylcoumarin) and internally quenched angiotensin II 

derivatives [25]. This strong specificity of POP toward proline and alanine containing peptides again endorses 

the presumed relevance in physiological settings.  

In addition, POP has an inability to hydrolyze after residues that are thioxylated at the scissile bond of a 

tetrapeptide [47] or exceed the size and shape of the pyrrolidine ring [46].  

P2 position 

In general it is found that POP slightly prefers alanine over glycine at the P2 position. Lysine in this position 

results in an even higher rate constant but only at low ionic strength; addition of 0.5 M NaCl results in the same 

rate constant as for the glycine containing substrate [48]. In agreement to this, positively charged groups (lysine, 

arginine) in the P2 position are preferred over negatively charged residues (glutamate, aspartate) [45,49]. This 

suggests the presence of some negatively charged moieties near or at the active site of POP that might create an 

electrostatically favorable environment for the binding of substrates containing a positive charge at P2 [48]. 

Furthermore, investigation of variable functional groups at the P2 position indicated that POP is able to 

accommodate amino acids with bulky side chains such as Cys(benzyl), Glu(OMe) [49], and Ser(benzoyl) [50]. 

This was recently translated in a preference of POP to hydrolyze  polar basic amino acids as well as aliphatic 

branched residues at the P2 position of a 7-mer peptide bradykinin-like fragment [45]. The capacity to 

accommodate hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic charged residues points toward the presence of an solvent 

accessible hydrophobic S2 binding site. 

P3 position 

Similarly to the P2 site, the highest kcat/KM values are obtained for substrates with hydrophobic (leucine and 

isoleucine) and basic residues (arginine and histidine) on P3 position, while the presence of negatively charged 

residues conveys a high stability against POP hydrolysis [45]. In synthetic substrates, this results in a less 

efficient binding of an amino-terminal succinyl group compared to the benzyloxycarbonyl group; the KM values 

increase considerably with succinyl-Gly-Pro-4-nitroanilide, while the turnover rate remains in the same order of 
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magnitude [12]. Moreover, the unusual catalytic behavior of POP with the charged substrate variant in different 

microenvironmental conditions, suggests the existence of a hydrophobic locus with a nearby positively charged 

patch that might slow down efficient binding by pulling the substrate away from a catalytically competent 

position [23]. Such an electrostatic interference might be of relevance in physiological conditions with 

endogenous substrates.  

P1’ position 

Apart from one clear constraint of POP against the Pro-Pro bond, all types of amino acid residues are accepted at 

the P1’ position, although with a slight variation in the rate of cleavage [51]. Based on the reaction rate constants 

and the efficiency of acyl transfer to various nucleophiles, POP reacts the fastest with aromatic (Tyr, Phe) and 

hydrophobic (Leu) amino acid residues at the P1 vicinal position [45,51,52]. The influence of polar and charged 

residues in this position is more complex and contradictory. Nonetheless there are several indications that 

introduction of polar and charge residues at the P1’ locus is associated with the lowest reactivity of POP [52], 

especially negatively charged residues would results in poor cleavage rates [51,53]. In a more recent report 

however, this trend could not be confirmed unequivocally, as the kcat/KM of a glutamate containing FRET-

peptide presented the second best value within a set of 13 variable residues at the P1’ site [45]. The latter 

observation is in accordance with an increased susceptibility to proteolysis by POP of a phosphoserine at P1’ 

containing substrate [54] (table 1). 

P2’ position 

Based on measurements of the acyl transfer to an added nucleophile in Flavobacterium meningosepticum, the 

P2’-S2’ interaction is most efficient in presence of nonpolar, hydrophobic amino acids including proline, 

followed by polar residues. Charged residues impair the reactivity with almost one order in magnitude [52]. In 

human POP, the order of preference is more heterogeneous with the highest as well as the lowest reactivities 

measured in presence of hydrophobic residues (isoleucine and phenylalanine resp.). Also remarkable is the 

enhancement of the kcat/KM values in presence of basic residues [45].  

P3’ position 

The selectivity of POP towards P3’ positioned residue is in general very poor, which might be an indication of 

little participation in the interaction with the enzyme [45]. On the other hand, histidine scanning of the P2’-P4’ 

sites of an uncleavable amino-terminal truncated peptide fragment of Humanin (DLP↓VKRRA) has provided 

evidence for a S4’-P4’selectivity modifying interaction, which was negligible at the S3’-P3’ site [25]. 

 

5.  Conclusion 

POP’s active site is composed out of residues with hydrophobic side chains and nearby basic residues which 

have an electrostatic effect that modulates the reactivity. Moreover, despite the embedded character of the active 

site, it is readily accessible to solvent which contributes to the relatively low specificity of POP. Nevertheless 

POP displays some unexpected physico-chemical preferences that may reside from conformational alterations in 

the enzyme and/or substrate. For example the increased hydrolytic efficacy towards substrates with polar or 

phosphorylated residues at P1’ is almost anomalous to the general tendency to only accept hydrophobic residues. 

Also the incapability to hydrolyze peptide bonds between two proline residues implies a central role of P1’ in 

determining a proper substrate conformation. It is likely that such substrate induced enzymatic variances 

cooperate in determining the specificity of POP. Now remains the question to what degree this kinetically 
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preferred properties are relevant to the physiologically circulating peptides. There is no knowledge about the 

properties or composition of the P1 proline flanking residues of putative endogenous POP substrates. For 

instance, a high preference of POP for hydrophobic residues such as phenylalanine at P2 is of no value if this 

combination does not occur in nature. On the other hand, apart from the physical proximity of substrate and 

enzyme, the prevalence of specific sequences might also provide an extra criterion in the selectivity of POP in 

vivo.  
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Legends 

 

Figure 1: Ribbon diagram of porcine prolyl oligopeptidase complexed with Abz-Gly-Phe-Gly-Pro-Phe-Gly-

Phe(NO2)-Ala-NH2 (red). The peptidase domain and β-propeller domain are colored in blue and green 

respectively. The surface representation of the ligand binding site clearly illustrates its centrally located 

character. (drawn with MOE 2009.10 (Chemical computing group), from PDB code 1E8N). 

 

 

Figure 2: Ligand binding site of the inactive Ser554Ala variant of prolyl oligopeptidase in complex with a 

peptide substrate (green; Abz-Gly-Phe-Gly-Pro-Phe-Gly-Phe(NO2)-Ala-NH2). a) Three dimensional illustration 

of the arrangement and orientation of 6 residues of the bound octapeptide and the main participating residues of 

the binding site (see also table 1). Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed lines. Secondary structures presented 

in green and blue belong to the β-propeller and peptidase domain respectively. b) Two-dimensional projection of 

the ligand binding site. (figures are drawn with MOE from PDB code 1E8N).  
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Table 1: Summarized overview of the structure function properties at the active site of POP. The residues of the binding cavity are presented according their location in S3-

S3’ sub-binding pocket. Active site residues that have been characterized experimentally are indicated with *. The preferred residues or properties at substrate level are 

correspondingly presented according the P3-P3’ sites. The substrate specificity is further subdivided according residues or modifications that are highly, moderately, and 

lowly preferred (++, + and +/-) and residues that prevent cleavage by POP (-).  

 

Enzyme Active Site Substrate 

Site Residue Function Position Residue Stereospecific 

    ++ + +/- --  

S1 Ser554* Catalysis - nucleophile P1 Pro  Ala,  Ser, Cys, Gly, 

Hyp,  

<size-shape 

pyrrolidine 

 L 

 Asp641* Catalysis- stabilization 

His680 – TI 

     

 His680 Catalysis – acid/base 

function 

      

 Trp595* Positioning of P1 residue       

 Asn555 H-bond with P1       

 Tyr473* H bond with P1       

 Phe476* Lining       

 Val644 Lining       

 Val580 Lining       

 Tyr599 Lining       

S2 Arg643* H-bond with P2 

Salt bridge with Asp149 

P2 Nonpolar: 

Ala>Pro>Phe>Gly 

Lys (+) 

 Neg. charged: 

Asp, Glu  

 L, trans 

S3 Trp595 H-bond with P3 P3 Hydrophobic:  

(Ile, Leu, Z) 

Basic charged:  

(Arg, His) 

Neg. charged: 

(Asp, Glu, 

succinyl) 

  

 Phe173* Lining    

 Met235* Lining + catalysis      

 Cys255* Lining       

 Ile591 Lining       

 Ala594 Lining       
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S1’   P1’ Hydrophobic: (Phe, 

Leu) 

Tyr 

Phosphorylation 

Basic charged  

 

 

 

Acidic charged 

(Glu) 

Pro and 

derivatives 

moderate 

S2’ His680 H-bond P2’ and Nε2 P2’ Nonpolar and 

hydrophobic  

(Pro > Leu, Ile, 

Met, Ala, Phe) 

Ser, Asn 

His 

Lys > Asp 

 

 

 no 

S3’   P3’ Pro  ~ Lys, Gln  no 

 



 

Figure 1 
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